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We’d like to remind you of some ﬁnancial
matters that should be addressed prior to
year-end. We would encourage you to
complete year-end money movements such
as Required Minimum Distributions (RMDs),
gifting to individuals, and gifting of stocks to
charities by December 14, 2018. This will help
us to better serve you and give your custodian
time to complete the transactions.
If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to reach out to us at 503.906.9624 or
800.685.7884 as well as by sending an email to
mecatala@nwic.net.
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but also being fulﬁlled by the joy of seeing
young children engaged in reading.”

CYO CHAMPIONS OF FAITH DINNER
On October 9, 2018 Northwest was one of the
proud sponsors of this year’s CYO Champions
of Faith Beneﬁt dinner. Our very own Michelle
Garcia, along with her husband Michael, were
the beneﬁt dinner co-chairs. With 1,000
people in attendance, the event raised
$250,000! 100% of the funds raised at the
event will go directly to CYO Sports, Camp
Howard Scholarships, program improvements
and the endowment. Congratulations Michelle
and Michael on a successful event!

SMART LEGACY COUNCIL
We are pleased to announce that Christel
Turkiewicz will be joining the SMART Legacy
Council. Start Making a Reader Today (SMART)
was founded in Oregon in 1991. Their mission
is as follows: “We engage community
volunteers to read one-on-one with PreK
through third-grade children who need
literacy support. Participating children also
receive new books each month to keep and
read with their families.” Their vision is: “An
Oregon where every child can read and is
empowered to succeed.”
Christel is very excited to be a part of the
Council advising SMART leadership with its
planned giving to grow its endowment and help
keep the program sustainable in perpetuity. “I
remember seeing volunteers reading at my
children’s school and personally knew many of
the volunteers who were elders in my
community not only giving back to the school

The Women of NWIC at the CYO Champions of Faith Beneﬁt Dinner

Northwest Calendar
Nov. 22 - Thanksgiving Day
Oﬃce closed
Nov. 23 - Early Market Close
Oﬃce closed at 11 AM
Dec. 14 - Year End Money Movement Deadline
Dec. 24 - Early Market Close
Oﬃce Closed at 11 AM
Dec. 25 - Christmas Holiday
Oﬃce closed
Jan. 1, 2019 - New Year’s Day
Oﬃce closed
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GIVE TO LIVE
Arlene Cogen is an experienced Philanthropic
Leadership Consultant. She works closely with
professional advisors, nonproﬁts and their clients to
integrate philanthropy into personal, ﬁnancial and
estate plans to make a charitable gift one never
imagined. Our ﬁrm is pleased to have a special
relationship with Arlene and we invite you to look at
her new book which is available soon.

If you are interested in purchasing Give to Live,
Arlene is oﬀering clients of our ﬁrm a 30% discount
which is available by signing up at her website at
www.arlenecogen.com.

Give to Live is a love story about your ﬁnances, taking
care of family and making a diﬀerence. It is a guide
about how to make giving, or philanthropy, a
meaningful and rewarding part of your life. Through
the inspiring stories of others, you will learn how
family situations that appear to present
insurmountable obstacles can be transformed into
priceless gifts for both the donors and recipients.
The book oﬀers a unique perspective on solving
challenging family situations and obstacles by adding
a charitable element to ﬁnancial plans. Through
creative use of philanthropy, the book helps envision
solutions, such as engaging multiple generations in
philanthropy to pass down values, life lessons and
stories while simultaneously aiding the world
through benevolence. It’s a win, win, and win.

GREAT NEWS FOR SOCIAL SECURITY RECIPIENTS!
If you are currently receiving Social Security beneﬁts
you will be getting a Cost of Living Adjustment (COLA)
of 2.8% for 2019. For 2018 the increase was 2.0% and
in 2017 it was just a 0.3% increase following 2016
where there was no increase. So, while this may not
seem like much it is certainly the largest increase in
several years. Furthermore, unlike last year where
Medicare premiums increased by $25 and almost
wiped out the COLA increase in Social Security, the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
announced that Medicare Part B premiums will only
increase by $1.50 for 2019.

couples with $170,000) on both Medicare Part B and
Part D those will be announced in December and are
predicated on 2017 income.

For those that pay a surcharge (individuals with
modiﬁed adjusted gross income of $85,000 and
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STOCKS
Stocks continued to do well in the third quarter,
driven by strong domestic economic conditions.
The S&P500 rose 7.2%, the NASDAQ rose 7.1%, and
the small cap Russell 2000 was up 3.26%. At the
opposite end of the spectrum, be glad that you
don’t own the Argentine Peso (down 30% in the
quarter) or invest in Lean Hogs (down 25%). The
rest of the prominent indexes outside of the US
didn’t fare particularly well, with most right around
the break-even mark for the quarter. Economic
growth in the US has surprised many investors and
pundits with its strength. Policies from Washington
of lower taxes, reduced regulatory burdens, and a
generally more accommodative posture towards
business have been positive to growth. One
headwind to stocks is higher interest rates. All
other things being equal, higher interest rates have
a negative impact to stock values as future
estimated earnings are discounted (or brought into
today’s dollars) at a higher rate.
It has been an extended period of time since the
last correction in the stock market. There is no
doubt that at some point, investors will experience
the turbulence of a market down 15%, 20%, or
even more. It is simply a risk one assumes by
investing in stocks. The diﬃculty is seeing it in
advance. For instance, the night of the last
presidential election, stock futures plunged; yet,
for almost two years the market has been
advancing. Investors continued to bid up stock
prices in late 1999 and early 2000 until a three year
bear market ensued. This is all the more reason to
continually revisit your tolerance for and need to
assume risk.
BLUE CHIP GROWTH
In Blue Chip holdings’ news, General Electric
replaced its CEO as the Board of Directors seems to
have approved of the ex-CEO’s strategy in general,
but not the speed of implementation. The new
CEO is the highly regarded former CEO of Danaher,
Larry Culp. His tenure at Danaher resulted in
substantial rewards for shareholders, and we look
for him to quicken the pace of restructuring at GE.

Another change at the top is occurring as Inda
Nooyi’s tenure comes to an end at PepsiCo and she
is replaced by Ramon Laguarta. We don’t expect
any immediate impactful changes.
EQUITY INCOME
As most of you are aware, our Equity Income
portfolio has an emphasis on investing in
companies with steadily growing and secure
dividend payouts. Most of these are fairly mature
businesses that have the ﬁnancial ﬂexibility to
reward shareholders through dividends as well as
growth in stock price. The dividend yield is
currently approximately 2.5% versus 1.8% for the
S&P500. These numbers are low in absolute terms
but are also a reﬂection of elevated stock prices.
You’ll see a small new holding in your Equity
Income portfolios. Garrett Motion was spun out of
Honeywell right at the end of the quarter. Garrett
is a global leader in turbocharger technologies with
best-in-class engineering capabilities for a broad
range of engine types across global automobile,
truck and other vehicle markets. It currently serves
more than 150 countries and develops on average
more than 100 new applications each year.
SMALLER COMPANIES
Smaller capitalization stocks have performed well
for much of the year. However, the early days of
the 4th quarter brought YTD returns more in line
with larger capitalization indexes. There has not
been much noteworthy news in our Smaller
Companies Portfolio during the last 90 days, but
here are a few items we have been watching.
Orbotech continues along its path to be purchased
by KLA Tencor. Wynn Resorts has retrenched along
with most other casino and resort stocks on fears
of a slowdown both domestically and in Macau (we
believe these fears are overdone). You may recall
that Microchip closed its purchase of Microsemi in
late May, meaning this has been the ﬁrst quarter
for the combined company and results that come
out shortly will begin to provide us with new data
points on the combined company.

Figure 1
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BONDS
There’s only one way to receive higher yields in
bond portfolios, and unfortunately it means
temporary losses on the prices of currently held
bonds. Here’s why we aren’t concerned.

Alex Dolle, CFA
Portfolio Manager

At the close of the third quarter the yield on the
2-yr US Treasury, at 2.82%, had ﬁnally matched its
pre-recession highs, last seen in 2007. The 10-yr
Treasury, at 3.10%, and the 30-yr Treasury, at
3.20%, had matched highs last seen in 2011 and
2014, respectively. On the one hand, this implies
that the yield curve is continuing to ﬂatten, since
shorter rates have risen by more than longer-term
rates (see chart for visual). On the other hand,
yields are much higher across the board than they
have been over the last ﬁve to seven years. The
2-yr Treasury, as recently as 2013, yielded just
0.24%, as central banks kept interest rates very
“accommodative” and as the capital markets and
global economies had struggled to fully recover
from the depths of the ﬁnancial turmoil in 2008
and 2009. The nearly 11-fold increase in short-term
interest rates reﬂects both the ongoing central
bank policy of rates hikes and of a domestic
economy that is growing and adding jobs at a high
clip despite the tenure of the expansion.
There are many likely factors responsible for the
dramatic rise in rates over the past quarter, and
the last two years more generally. Most notably, a
lack of inﬂation had allowed the Fed to keep rates
near zero somewhat worry-free for years.

However, as of the last few readings, inﬂation is
essentially at the Fed’s target of 2%, as measured
by the Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE)
gauge and is even higher according to the more
commonly used Consumer Price Index (CPI), which
has recently ﬂuctuated between 2.5-3.0%. Other
causes of higher yields include, but are not limited
to, three recent developments: An increase in
issuance by the Treasury in response to rising
deﬁcits; lessening foreign demand for Treasuries
due to higher currency hedging costs (the yield on
the 10-yr UST is -0.06% and 0.09% for European
and Japanese investors, respectively, after
accounting for currency-hedging); and increased
aggregate ﬁxed-income supply due to high
corporate issuance. We could devote entire
paragraphs to understanding each of these causes,
but the more relevant discussion is what the
impact of higher yields has been and will be on
bond portfolios.

Through three quarters, bonds (represented by the
Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index) are
charting a course towards a negative year, despite
being up modestly in the third quarter. On an
annualized basis, the index returned -2.13%, the
worst year for bonds since 2013 when the Fed
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began reducing quantitative easing in what has
been called the “Taper Tantrum.” Most of our
client bond portfolios are also slightly negative for
the year, though not by as much as the Bloomberg
Barclays Aggregate index, owing to the shorter
average maturities of NWIC bonds. Although
negative returns aren’t necessarily something to
write positively about, we’re actually quite
optimistic about what this means for our clients.
This is because we ladder our bond portfolios to
take advantage of changing interest rate
environments. By holding the bonds in the ladders
until they mature, any losses are made up and the
cash proceeds are invested in new, higher yielding
bonds at the end of the ladder or wherever more
bonds are needed to generate consistent,
predictable cash ﬂow. (See chart at bottom.)
Many bonds purchased more than a year or two
ago, have lost value, since newer bonds are coming
to market with higher coupon rates. Although it
would be nice to simply swap out all the old,
lower-yielding bonds for newer bonds, it makes
more sense hold these bonds to maturity and then
reinvest their proceeds, as opposed to selling early
at a loss. Take for instance, a Treasury bond
purchased two years ago in October of 2016 (if you
recall, yields jumped following Donald Trump’s
election). At the time, we purchased the bond with
a yield of 1.75% for a term of eight years. In the two
years we’ve owned this bond for our clients, the
bond has returned -2.0%. This bond, which would

not generally represent more than 2.5% in a
client’s portfolio, will be held until 2024, providing
income and the potential for liquidity until it
matures, more than making up its current loss in
the process. In the meantime, as rates have risen,
and other bonds have come due, we’ve been able
to buy very short-term Treasuries, some shorter
than six-months, yielding 2.20%. On the corporate
side, we’ve been able to buy 2-year bonds that
yield 3.0% and 6-yr bonds of high credit quality
issuers that yield 3.50%. What a diﬀerence two
years can make! These are the bond yields we’ve
been waiting for and can now use to boost average
yields in client bond ladders.
Our strategy for bond purchases remains much the
same as it has been for all of 2018 and much of
2017. Late stage credit concerns and heightened
mergers and acquisitions (M&A) activity are
reasons to keep paying particular attention to the
credit quality of corporate issuers and for a higher
allocation to US Treasury bonds than in past years.
Corporate bond spreads (the additional amount
earned on a corporate bond versus a Treasury for
taking on credit risk) declined over the quarter,
(see chart on next page,) making them slightly less
attractive overall given the yield increase in safer
government bonds. As such, clients can expect to
see the continued purchase of Treasuries and more
highly rated corporate bonds in their portfolios,
especially in later maturities.
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As a ﬁnal thought, bonds play an important role in
many of our clients’ portfolios. The bonds we buy
are designed to provide income, reliable cash ﬂow,
liquidity, and to reduce portfolio volatility. Most of
you recall vividly when the S&P 500—one of the
primary stock indices—declined by 38% in 2008.
That same year, bonds were the top performer,
returning just over 5%. The worst year for bonds
during the last decade, as previously mentioned,
was in 2013 when bonds returned -2.0%. The two
takeaways here are 1) a bad year in bonds really
isn’t so bad in comparison to stocks and 2)
bonds—particularly US Treasuries—can respond
positively when stocks decline.
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NW BLUE CHIP GROWTH STOCKS
Relative to

NW EQUITY INCOME STOCKS

S&P 500
% of Total

Top Stocks

Top Stocks

% of Total

Apple Inc

5%

Johnson & Johnson

9%

Oracle Corp

5%

Emerson Elec.

6%

Cisco

4%

Caterpillar Inc.

6%

Microsoft

4%

Sysco Foods

6%

PepsiCo Inc

4%

Paychex

5%

Automatic Data Processing Inc

4%

Clorox

5%

Accenture PLC

4%

Wells Fargo

5%

Laboratory Corp

4%

McDonalds

4%

Intel Corp

3%

CVS

4%

Honeywell

3%

Stanley Black & Decker

4%

NW INTERMEDIATE FIXED INCOME

NW SMALLER COMPANIES STOCKS

Top Bonds

Coupon/Maturity

% of Total

Top Stocks

% of Total

Insperity

8%

Maxim Integrated Prods Inc

2.500% Due 11-15-18

2%

Broadridge Fin Sol

4%

United States Treas NTS

2.000% Due 11-15-26

2%

Fair Isaac Co.

4%

United States Treas NTS

2.250% Due 11-15-24

2%

AMN Healthcare

4%

United States Treas NTS

2.250% Due 11-15-25

2%

Price T Rowe

4%

United States Treas NTS

1.750% Due 09-30-22

1%

Generac Holdings

3%

Mead Johnson Nutrition Co

4.900% Due 11-01-19

1%

Nagvigant Consulting

3%

Fiserv Inc

4.625% Due 10-01-20

1%

Orbotech Ltd

3%

Johnson & Johnson

2.125% Due 12-31-22

1%

Forward Air Corp

3%

United States Treas NTS

1.375% Due 12-31-18

1%

Wynn Resorts

3%

United States Treas NTS

2.125% Due 12-31-22

1%

MARKET INDEX DATA
Alternatives

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Timber

14.1%

21.2%

10.6%

Energy Infrastructure

1.5%

4.7%

1.8%

Commodities

3.2%

1.0%

-7.3%

Real Estate

4.4%

6.6%

8.8%

Equity Indices

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Large Stocks (S&P 500)

17.9%

17.3%

13.9%

Small Stocks (Russell 2000)

15.2%

17.2%

11.1%

International Stocks (EAFE)

2.4%

8.9%

4.3%

Fixed Income Indices

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

Intermediate G/C (Barclays Int.)

-1.2%

0.7%

1.3%
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Disclosures
Please read this Disclosure section for a summary of changes made to our Form ADV Parts 2A & 2B, which we recently ﬁled with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). As a reminder, Registered Investment Advisers, like us, make at least annual ﬁlings with the SEC regarding changes in our business
practices and how we manage money for our clients. It is the summary of these changes that you will ﬁnd below in Disclosures. Should you want a complete
copy of our Form ADV, please do not hesitate to contact anyone here at Northwest Investment Counselors.
Item 2 Material Changes
The following are material changes made since our last annual ﬁling in 2017:
Item 5 Fees and Compensation - We stopped billing on accrued interest. Your bill will be calculated on the market value of your account as
determined by our service partner, Black Diamond, without accrued interest or accrued dividends.
Part 2b of Form ADV Item 2 - We updated Part 2b to reﬂect Cheyne Sorensen’s leaving.
Part 2b of Form ADV Item 4 - We updated the disclosures regarding Michelle C. Garcia’s volunteer activities.
Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC Privacy Policy
Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC, an investment advisory ﬁrm, is committed to safeguarding the conﬁdential information of its clients. We do collect
nonpublic personal information in order to open and administer your accounts with us and to provide you with accurate and pertinent advice. We hold all
nonpublic personal information you provide to us in the strictest conﬁdence. If we were to change our ﬁrm policy, we would be prohibited under the law from
doing so without advising you ﬁrst.
You may direct us to not make disclosures (other than disclosures required by law) regarding nonpublic personal information to non-aﬃliated third parties.
If you wish to opt out of disclosures to non-aﬃliated third parties please contact us at (503) 906-9624.
Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC collects personal information about you from the following sources:
• Applications or other forms.
• Discussions with non-aﬃliated third parties.
• Information about your transactions with us or others.
• Questionnaires.
• Tax Returns.
• Estate Planning Documents.
Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC uses your personal information in the following manner:
• We do not sell your personal information to anyone.
• We limit employee and agent access to information only to those who have a business or professional reason for knowing, and only to non-aﬃliated parties
as permitted by law. (For example, federal regulations permit us to share a limited amount of information about you with a brokerage ﬁrm in order to execute
securities transactions on your behalf, or so that our ﬁrm can discuss your ﬁnancial situation with your accountant or lawyer).
• We will provide notice of changes in our information sharing practices. If, at any time in the future, it is necessary to disclose any of your personal
information in a way that is inconsistent with this policy, we will give you advance notice of the proposed change so you will have the opportunity to opt out
of such disclosure.
• We maintain a secure oﬃce and computer environment to ensure that your information is not placed at unreasonable risk.
• For non-aﬃliated third parties that require access to your personal information, including ﬁnancial service companies, consultants, and auditors, we also
require strict conﬁdentiality in our agreements with them and expect them to keep this information private. Federal and state regulators also may review
ﬁrm records as permitted under law.
• We do not provide your personally identiﬁable information to mailing list vendors or solicitors for any purpose.
• Personally identiﬁable information about you will be maintained during the time you are a client, and for the required time thereafter that such records are
required to be maintained by federal and state securities laws. After this required period of record retention, all such information will be destroyed.
Disclaimer
The opinions and views expressed are those of Northwest Investment Counselors, LLC. They are current as of the date(s) indicated but are subject to
change. Any estimates, targets, and projections are based on Northwest’s research and analysis. No assurances can be made that any such estimate, target,
or projection will be accurate; actual results may diﬀer substantially.
Nothing contained herein should be construed or relied upon as ﬁnancial, legal, or tax advice. All investments involve risks, including the loss of principal.
Investors should consult with their ﬁnancial professional before making any investment decisions.
Some information has been taken directly from unaﬃliated third party sources. Northwest believes such information is reliable, but does not guarantee its
accuracy or completeness.
Speciﬁc securities mentioned may be used solely for example only and do not necessarily represent actual investments in any client portfolio.
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